In this article we investigate the properties of unification in sort theories. A sort is represented by a set of monadic predicates, called sort symbols. Sorts are attached to variables restricting their respective domain to the intersection of the denotations of the sort symbots. A sort theory consists of a set of declarations that are atoms starting with a sort symbol. Two terms are unifiable with respect to some sort theory, if they are unifiable in the standard ~ sense and the assignments of the unifier do respect the declarations in the sort theory. Therefore, the new sorted unification algorithm is formed by standard unification augmented by extra rules that consider the information in the sort theory. We prove the new sorted unification algorithm to be correct and complete and establish complexity results for several different, syntactically characterized sort theories. The notions of a sort and a sort theory are developed in such a way that sort symbols are used like ordinary monadic predicate symbols. To this end, sorts may denote empty sets, and the sort theory is not a static part of the signature. It may dynamically change during a deduction process. The applicability of the approach is demonstrated for the resolution and the tableau calculus.
Introduction
The extension of first-order logic with sorts has several advantages over standard first-order logic: It allows for a more adequate coding of mathematical problems in logic [19, 22, 29] , considerably simplifies algebraic specifications [16, 30, 35] , supports typed computations [8, 33] , allows for more compact and more natural formalizations of AI problems [1, 2, 5, 14, 17] , and the exploitation of the sort information by sorted unification can result in drastic search space reductions in automated theorem proving [23, 36, 39] . This work is mainly motivated by the impacts of sorts on automated theorem proving. We will generalize existing approaches [1, 15, 30, 37] by an extended sort language and a dynamic processing of the sort information. These generalizations significantly increase the applicability of sorted reasoning. This is demonstrated for the resolution and the tableau calculus.
The difference between standard first-order logic and sorted first-order logic amounts to an extended language and special reasoning mechanisms for sorts. In
With the term standard we always refer to notions without sorts.
Coming back to the example sort theory £, we search a unifier for the terms xs, YT, i.e., we solve the unification problem
FI = (zs ~ Yr).
The problem is standard solved because ms occurs only once in FI. The substitution {xS/YT} is a unifier for .~cs and YT" and it solves Fl. The unification problem Fl is not sorted solved because YT ~ S ~. The variables must be weakened, i.e., they have to be instantiated by well-sorted terms. The sort theory allows weakening of the variables xs, YT using the declarations S(a), T(a), and S(f(zs)), T(f(ur)), respectively. Using the first two declarations we obtain the sorted solved unification problem
F2 = (xs ,'~ a A YT ~ a).
The second two declarations lead to the yet unsolved unification problem
F3 = (xs ~ f(:c;,) A YT "~ f(Y~') A x' s ~ y~:,).
Further weakening steps using the four declarations applied to x~. ~ y~ result in the infinitely many (most general) unifiers 
~3 = {~s/f(f(~)), yr/f (f(a)) },
These infinitely many unifiers represent all terms which are both in sort S and in sort T. In order to get a finite representation for all these unifiers, in this paper we extend the notion of a sort to be a set of monadic predicates. The interpretation of a sort is meant to be the intersection of the respective interpretations of the sort symbols. Then the unifiers cri are instances of the single mgu (most general unifier)
We will investigate the complexity of sorted unification with respect to the extended sort language. In particular, we will show that unification in weak-elementary sort theories is decidable, NP-complete and for any unification problem there are at most finitely many most general well-sorted unifiers. This results both extends the result of Schmidt-Schau8 [30] on elementary sort theories and allows us to prove, via transformations of sort theories, that unification in linear and semi-linear sort theories has identical properties. The result on weak-elementary sort theories corresponds to the decidability result of the non-emptiness test of tree automata with equality tests on direct subterms obtained by Bogaert and Tison [3] . However, there is still the difference that sorted unification computes a complete set of most general solutions, whereas the non-emptiness test of tree automata only answers the question whether there exists a non-empty solution at all.
In order to extend resolution or tableau with sorted unification, it is not sufficient to consider unification in the free model. Unsatisfiability of a formula must be verified in these calculi with respect to ground term models. Many of the existing approaches [30, 31, 37] to sorted reasoning assume sorts to be a priori non-empty. There is always at least one domain element in the interpretation of each sort. On this assumption the clauses Q(xT) and ~Q(YT) are contradictory. In order to increase the applicability of sorted reasoning, we generalize the semantics of sort symbols to the semantics of ordinary monadic predicates. Therefore a sort may denote the empty set and the clauses Q(xT) and ~Q(YT) are not necessarily contradictory. However, if we apply resolution to these clauses, the unifier {XT/YT} is well-sorted with respect to any sort theory. It seems we can derive the empty clause, but these clauses are only contradictory if the sort T is not empty. There must be at least one ground term t. with t C T ~ in the free model ~(T, £). If the sort theory/2 contains no declarations, T 7~ contains no ground terms, only variables. Therefore, we must not infer the empty clause. This also becomes obvious if we try to refute the logically equivalent standard
clauses -~T(x) V Q(x) and -~T(y) v -~Q(y). The only derivable non-redundant clause is -~T(x) which is contradictory only if the interpretation of T is not empty. For the previously introduced sort theory £ = {S(a), S(f(xs)),T(a),T(f(yT))} the sort T is not empty, since the declaration T(a) guarantees that a E T n. Hence, if sorted
unification is applied to resolution or free-variable tableau we have to check whether all sorts in the co-domain of a unifier are non-empty. Therefore, in addition to sorted unification we investigate a non-emptiness test for sorts.
In traditional approaches [14, 30, 31, 37] to sorted reasoning the information given to a sorted theorem prover consists of two disjoint parts: A sort theory and a formula. The formula is only interpreted in models that validate the sort theory. In addition, all sort symbols must not occur as predicate symbols in the formula. For example, the formula vxs v
is not well-formed in these approaches. It cannot be a part of the sort theory, because it is not just a declaration but a disjunction of two declarations. It is not allowed as a part of the formula because the sort symbol S occurs as an ordinary predicate symbol. This syntactic restriction ensures that the whole sorting information is a priori known and does not change during the deduction process of a sorted theorem prover. Allowing for empty sorts forces us to go beyond this restriction. Consider the formula
[P(a, b) V 3xs Q(xs)].
(
If sorts are a priori assumed to be non-empty the formula can be Skolemized to [30] [P(a,
where the declaration S(c) is added to the sort theory. With that addition, only models are considered that validate S(c). The sorted Skolemization technique is much stronger than the standard Skolemization technique that would generate the formula
In any model satisfying the formula (2) and its sort theory, the Skolem constant c is of sort S. This is not the case for formula (3) where c is of sort S or P(a, b) holds. The stronger Skolemization technique has the advantage that all declarations generated by Skolemization can be moved from the formula to the sort theory. No sort symbols occur as predicates in the formula. The sort theory expressed by these declarations is static and therefore does not change during a derivation process. However, if sorts are not a priori assumed to be non-empty, the stronger Skolemization technique is no longer a correct operation. This problem was missed in a paper by Frisch [14] . For example, the formula
is satisfied by any interpretation for which S is empty and P(a, b) holds. The optimized Skolemization technique would add the declaration S(c) to the sort theory, hence forcing the sort 5' to be non-empty and turning the optimized Skolemization of (4) into an unsatisfiable formula. If we allow empty sorts, we must use the weaker form of Skolemization which generates, among other clauses, the clause P(a, b) V S(c) after clausification. Now the sort of c depends on the atom P(a,b), thus not only on the sort theory, but on the whole formula. Therefore, we give up the distinction between the sort theory and the formula to be proved. Instead, the sort theory is dynamically selected from the formulae derived by the resolution or tableau calculus, respectively. An outline of the article is this. We start with a small section on foundations (section 2), where the syntax, semantics of the logic and some technical notions needed in the sequel are explained. The section on unification in sort theories (section 3) introduces a rule-based version of the standard unification algorithm and extends this algorithm to sorted unification. The sorted unification algorithm, an algorithm for deciding well-sortedness and an algorithm for the determination of empty sorts are given. Moreover, the complexity of these algorithms with respect to different sort theories is investigated. The section on applications (section 4) extends the standard resolution calculus [27, 42] and the standard free-variable tableau calculus [13, 26] with sorts. The article concludes with a discussion of the achieved results and related work, section 5.
Foundations

I. Preliminaries
A reflexive and transitive relation <~ on a set A is called a quasi-ordering. 
Syntax
A first-order language L(7-¢, 5r) (or simply L) is detemqined by a finite set 7~
of predicate symbols and a countable set 5 r of function symbols. Each predicate and function symbol has a positive integer (possibly zero) associated with it. If P is a predicate symbol (function symbol) with associated integer 'n,, then we say that P is an n-place relation (n-place function). We call 0-place predicate symbols propositional variables and 0-place function symbols constants. In addition to the sets 7¢ and .Y which are specific for the language L, a countably infinite set l) of variables is assumed. Terms, atoms, literals and formulae are built in the usual way using the propositional connectives 7, A, V, D and the quantifiers V and 3. For terms we write lowercase Roman letters like ~, s and formulae are named with uppercase Greek letters like ~, qs. The set of all terms over ,Y" is denoted by T(5 t-) and the set of all terms over .f and 12 is denoted by 7-(.T', V) or just 7-as a shorthand. A sentence is a formula where every variable occurring in the formula is bound by a quantifier. A clause is a disjunction of Iiterals where all variables are implicitly assumed to be universally quantified. A unit clause is a clause consisting of exactly one literal.
A first-order language with sorts is a first-order language L(7~,.U) together with a function .sort: V --+ 2 S where S is a finite set of monadic predicate symbols, also called base sorts, S C_ 7"¢, and for each sort T E 2 S there are countably many variables z with sort(z) = T. For ~ E 2 s, we write T, the top sort. A sort T E 2 `9 is called complex if IT I > 1. We call sorts T with IT] ~< I base sorts too, and write is senti-linear but not linear. The term f(x,9(:c)) has none of the defined properties.
A substitution is a mapping cr :12 -+ 7" from the set of variables 12 to the set of terms 7-such that there are only finitely many .'c E 12 with xcr 7~ x. The action of a substitution on a term (formula) is the usual homomorphic extension. The domain of a substitution cr is the set of variables :v for which :ccr¢ x. This set is denoted by dora(or). Our Note that Az is defined on all terms occurring in a sentence according to Definition 1. In addition, the assignments chosen for universally or existentially quantified variables are always sort-assignments for these variables. Now we introduce the relativization function REL which maps formulae with sorts to standard formulae. If all variables x occurring in a formula q5 have sort T, then the semantics with sorts coincides with the standards semantics for q5 (e.g., see Fitting [t3] ). In this sense the set of formulae with sorts properly includes the set of standard formulae. REL is a mapping from formulae of first-order logic with sorts to formulae of standard first-order logic by the set of rules given in []
RV.L(~O) + ~REL(¢)
RELE (sort(x)) z (2) iff REL(dP) Z'A{m/a] = T for every a E (sort(x)) z (3) iff [S,(y) A... A S,(y) D aEL(dO{x/y})] x'A[v/bl = T for every b E D, sort(y) = V, sort(x) = {Sl,...,S,~}, y new to go (4) if, vy [(& (y) A... A &~(v)) > uEL(~'{.~/Y})] z'A = q-
Unification in sort theories
l. Standard unification
For the standard case many unification procedures are known [% 20, 24, 27] . We will present an algorithm which can be seen as the basis for all efficient standard unification algorithms [9, 20, 24] similar to the rule-based standard unification algorithms presented by Dershowitz and Jouannaud [11] or Jouannaud and Kirchner [18] . The standard unification algorithm in Fig. 2 is given as a set of seven don't care non-deterministic rules. These rules are exhaustively applied (with respect to the commutativity and associativity of A) to a unification problem F. The rule Orientation is not contained in other standard unification algorithms [11, I8] . Therefore, these algorithms also apply their rules with respect to the commutativity of ~. HoweveL we will extend our algorithm to cope with the sort information of variables. Then it is necessary to distinguish between the pair z ~ :~1 and .~j ~ z, because these variables may have different sorts.
The unification algorithm is correct if the application of a rule does not extend the set of unifiers solving the unification problem. It is complete if the application of a rule does not reduce the set of unifiers solving the unification problem. For the standard unification algorithm (Fig. 2 ) these properties are rather obvious and well-known. The algorithm computes a single mgu of a unification problem if it exists. In addition, the algorithm terminates and if an appropriate strategy is put on the application ordering of the rules, it decides the existence of an mgu in linear time [18] with respect to the size of the input terms. 
Sorted unification
An atom S(t) is called a declaration if S C S. It is called a subsort declaration if t is a variable and a tern~ declaration otherwise. It is called a fimction declaration if t is elementary. A sort theory/2 is a finite set of declarations where all variables are implicitly assumed to be universally quantified. All following notions and definitions refer to a fixed, finite sort theory /2. The size of a sort theory /2 is size(/2) =
~S(t)ec(size(~) + ~ze~,..,(t)]s°rt(z)l)"
If/2 is a sort theory, then /2c_ is the set of subsort declarations in £., and/27-is the set of term declarations in 12.
Depending on the declarations occurring in Z;, the following sort theories are Definition 5. The set of well-sorted terms Us of sort S ts recursively defined by:
if S is a base sort and S(t) E/2.
tcr E 7S
if t E 7~ and xcr E T~o~,(:~) for all x E dora(if).
tETS~u...uS, iftETs i for alli.
Note that there are only declarations for base sorts in £. 7-(U)s is the restriction of 7s to ground terms. A sort S is called empty if there is no well-sorted ground term t E 7"~, or equivalently if T(U)s = O. We always have T(.T)s c Ts.
The binary relation _E denotes the subsort relationship. If S and T are sorts, then we define S _. T iff there exists a variable xs with xs E "FT. Note that if there exists one variable xs E 7-T, there are infinitely many variables of sort S in "IT. The 
relation S _E T implies Us c_ TT, but the relation T(U)s C_ T(Z)T neither implies S E T nor T-s C TT.
Example. Consider the sort theory
Then examples for well-sorted terms are
xs, Y{S,T}, z{s,R}, q{S,R,T}, a, f(a), f(f(a)), f(xs) E 7-s a, f(a), f(f(a)), f(f(f(a))) E 7-(2r)s UT, Y{S,T}, V{T,R}, q{S,R,T}, b,g(f(a), a),g(f(xs), a) E TT b,g(f(a),a),g(f(f(a)),a) E T(~)T WR, XS, Y{S,T}, Z{S,R}, V{T,R}, q{S,R,T}, b, a, f(a), f(xs) E 7-R b, a, f(a), f(f(a)) E 7-(Yr)R V{T,R}, q{S,R,T}, b E 7-{R,T}
= {b}
Y{ S,T} , q{ S,R,T} E "-]-{ S,T} T(.T){S,T} = 0 q{S,R,T} E "-]-{S,R,T}
T(Z){S,R,T} =
and S is a subsort of R, S _U R.
So far, we defined from a given sort theory £ the sets of well-sorted terms "-/-s and well-sorted ground terms T(a~)s for some sort S. Now we show that the definition of well-sorted terms induces an appropriate semantics for £. The well-sorted ground terms and well-sorted terms itself constitute initial and free models for the sort theory, respectively. Let .Adz: be the class of all models which validate the conjunction of 
dora(a), zcr E T~o~t(~).
The composition of two well-sorted substitutions again yields a well-sorted substitution. A well-sorted renaming cr is a well-sorted substitution such that z~r is a variable for all z E dom(cr), ~r is injective on codom(cr) and sort(z) = sort(zcr) for all z E dora(a). A well-sorted substitution ~r is called empty iff there exists no well-sorted substitution A such that codom(crA) only contains ground terms. in O(n) [12] , where n is the number of propositional literals occurring in the clause set which corresponds to n = ISl + IZl + size(£c).
For the second part, we compute in a bottom-up way the sorts of all subterms of t. There are k = size(t) different subterms. The sorted unification algorithm consists of the three don't care nondeterministic sorted rules Sorted Fail, Subsort, Weakening (see Fig. 3 ) and the seven standard rules Tautology, Orientation, Decomposition, Application, Clash, Cycle and Merge of standard unification (see Fig. 2 ). These ten rules are applied to the unification problem F until it is solved or -I-, _L is derived. In nile Subsort the condition
sort(x) ~£ sort(y) does not imply sort(~]) ~_ sort(x). However, if sort(?/) K sort(x)
then %o~t(z) = T~o,-~(:~)Uso,-t(y)-Note that declarations must be well-sorted renamed, before they are used by the Weakening rule. The condition t.F* ~ T.,o,.t(:~.) can be checked in polynomial time although F* may increase exponentially in size of F. The idea is first to compute the sorts of all terms in F bottom up according to the variable dependencies in F. The sort of a term is computed following the algorithm described in Lemma 9 where F* is constructed for the matching process in a lazy way.
Due to the rule Weakening, the sorted unification algorithm does not tenninate, in general. The Weakening rule introduces terms from £ with fresh variables. Therefore, the number of variables and the multiset of all term depths in the unification problem may increase. In addition, the number of sorted unsolved equations may increase, too. We will prove later that sorted unification is undecidable. The Weakening rule, together with the other rules can simulate arbitrary computational processes. The following example demonstrates that sorted unification may become complex. , 9(a))), S(f(f(ys, 9(ys)), g(f(ys, 9(ys))) )), respectively:
A f(zs, 9(zs)) ~ f(f(YS, 9(YS)), g(f(YS, 9(Ys)))).
The two problems can be transformed into solved form:
A2 = (xs ~ f(f(YS,.q(YS)),g(f(Ys,9(YS)))) A zs -~ f(YS,9(YS))).
The problem F2 is sorted solved. The problem A2 still contains (modulo renaming) the initial problem F. Therefore, the solution to F are infinitely many mgu's. The sorted unification algorithm does not terminate on F with respect to 12.
"m = {zsl.f(a, .q(a,)), ~sla}, dr2 =-{xs/f(f(a, 9(a)), 9(f(a, 9(a)))), zs/.f(a, g(a))},
Now we will prove the sorted unification algorithm to be correct and complete. There is one problem in proving completeness of the sorted unification algorithm compared to the standard unification algorithm. The role Weakening is not complete in the sense that every unifier solving a unification problem before the application of Weakening necessarily solves the problem after the application of Weakening. For example, consider the sort theory 12 = {P(f(a)), P(f(b))} and the unification problem F = (xp ~ f(YT)). Obviously F has two solutions: a = {yT/a} and A = {yT/b}. But if we apply Weakening to F using the declaration P(f(a)) we eventually obtain the problem A = (xp ,-~ f(a) A yy ~ a). The substitution ~ still solves A but A is no longer a solution of the transformed problem. Therefore, in order to show completeness of sorted unification we use a slightly different approach. Given some unification problem F and a substitution (7 solving F, we show that there is always a rule of the sorted unification algorithm applicable to F which transforms F in a unification problem closer to <7 with respect to a well-founded ordering.
Lemma 16. All rules of the sorted unification algorithm are correct.
Proof We only need to prove correctness for the sorted rules, because every wellsorted unifier is an instance of the unique standard unifier and standard unification is already proved correct and complete. We have to show that every well-sorted substitution solving the problem after the application of a rule solves the original problem. This is obvious by the form of the sorted rules and Lemma 8.
[] Lemma 17. The sorted unification algorithm is complete.
Proof Let o. be an idempotent unifier of F, i.e., a E Uz;(F) with dom(o.) = vats(F).
For the proof we introduce a second unification problem A. The problem F always contains the sorted unsolved pairs. A contains the worked off pairs, i.e., pairs x ,-~ t. already processed by the rules of the unification algorithm such that eventually tA* E T~o~t(:~). The problem A is empty at the beginning.
As well-founded complexity measure #(a, F) we use the multiset of all term depths in Fa. The idea of the proof is to show that there exists a pair (J, U), such that F can be transformed into F t by one step of the unification algorithm and o.t is a unifier of F' with o. ~>c o.'[vars(F)], furthermore #(a,F) > #(o.t,F'). If #(at, U)
is minimal, i.e., F' is empty, then A is sorted solved and we are finished. We can compute the desired unifier by restricting the domain of a t to the variables of the initial unification problem F. Now we show that there is always a step of the unification algorithm that reduces the measure #(o., F). We go through the cases for pairs s ~ t in F: 1. Case s ,-~ t, where neither s nor t is a variable. Then we apply the standard rules to s ~ t, reducing p(o., F) without changing the set of solutions. 
Case x ,~ t, x ~ vars(F\{x
(a(b(a(x)))) which we abbreviate with w(x).
The idea of the proof is to simulate the search for a PCP solution by the sorted unification algorithm. We introduce a three-place function f which is used to encode the possible moves of a search, e.g., Proof It is sufficient to show that sorted unification terminates for weak-elementary sort theories. We start with a standard solved unification problem F. Let p(F) be the multiset of all term depths of pairs x ~ t, such that t is not ground and tF* ~ ~oT.
if wi = ab, vi = be we introduce the declaration S(f(x, y, f(a(b(x), b(a(y)), zs))) meaning that if x and y are derived words, so are a(b(x)) and b(a(y)). For each pair of words wi, vi we introduce the declaration S(f(x, y, f(wi(x), vi(y), zs))) where sort(x) = sort(y) = T. The search for a solution starts with the empty word, represented by the unification problem F = (qs ~ f(e, e, zs)). We rule out the empty word as a solution by adding the declarations S(f(ur, UT, zs)) and T(a(x)), T(b(x)).
t(~:).
For any pair x ~ t where t is ground, either t E ~ort(~:) or F is not solvable. Therefore these pairs can be disregarded. The following two steps are repeated until F is sorted solved or T, _1_ is derived:
Step 1. Apply the rule Weakening (Fig. 3) to some pair in F.
Step 2. Exhaustively apply the standard rules (Fig. 2) together with the sorted rules Sorted Fail and Subsort (Fig. 3) Proof We transform semi-linear sort theories into weak-elementary sort theories. For the transformed sort theory the result follows from Theorem 19. Let #(£) be the multiset of all term depths occurring in declarations in /2 which are not weak-elementary. We exhaustively apply the following transformation:
Step 0. Select a declaration S(t) from/2 which is not weak-elementary.
Step I. Select a non-variable tlpi with minimal [p[ which is not ground and let I = {i, il,..., ira} be a maximal set such that tlpi = tlpij for all 1 <, j <~ 'rn. [] 
(XT), B(g(z8)), T(g(yF)), F(g(zT)) B(f(zB, wB)), T(f(zT, UT)), F(f(yr, zB)), F(f(zs, YF))},
where f is a two-place function symbol for propositional A and g is a monadic function symbol for propositional --,. Now a propositional formula q~ is satisfiable iff F = (XT ~ re) is solvable and no variable of sort {T, F} occurs in the solved form.
We translate the formula (P into the term t¢ by replacing each propositional variable by a variable of sort B and the logical symbols -~ and A by their respective functions 9 and f.
[] Theorem 24. The problem whether a sort S is empty, is undecidabte. Nevertheless, we are. interested in an algorithm which is a semi-decision procedure for the test whether a sort is empty. The non-deterministic algorithm NonEmpty(S) ( Fig. 4) tries to construct a ground term t of sort S. Following Lemma 8 such a ground term exists if T _C S or there are appropriate term declarations in £ from which t can be constructed. The algorithm is non-deterministic, because there may be several subsorts {Tl,..., T~,} of S at line 7 and up to infinitely many different most general unifiers cr at line 12 (see Fig. 4 ). In addition, tile unification problem F may be undecidable for some given sort theory.
Proof We use the same idea as in the proof of Theorem 18. The sort theory consists of declarations S(f(x,y, f(w~(z),vi(y), zs))) where sort(z) = sort(y) = T for the corresponding words of the PCP, S(f(uT, UT, C)), S(c), T(a(x)), T(b(x)) and R(f(e,e, zs)). Obviously the sorts S, T and R are non-empty. The sort {S,R} is non-empty iff the unification problem F = (qs ~ f(E, ~, zs)) has a solution which is
Lemma 26. The algorithm NonEmpty (Fig. 4) is correct.
Proof A sort S is non-empty iff there exists some ground term t with t E T(Y)s. Now either T _D S or there exists a sort {Tl,,,. ,T~} D_ S, declarations Ti(~i) and a well-sorted ground substitution ~ such that tier = t for all i (Lemma 8). This justifies the correctness of the algorithm except the marking strategy. The marking strategy forces the algorithm to find "minimal" ground terms: Assume some ground term t E 'T(Sr)s with minimal depth is constructed by the algorithm with several recursively nested calls of NonEmpty(S). Then L can be decomposed into f, = t,i~-A such that dora(r) = vars(ti), dora(A) = v~,rs(t~r) and there exists a variable :~:x E dora(A). Obviously, zSA E T (7) Proof Since there are only finitely many different sorts and 12 is always finite and the unification problem for 12 is decidable and of unification type finitary, the nondeterministic selection of a subsort {TI,... ,Tn} at line 7 and the non-deterministic selection of the unifier c~ at line 12 can be replaced by an enumeration of all sorts and unifiers, respectively. The depth of recursive calls is also limited by the number of sorts, because already processed sorts are marked TESTED.
[] Corollary 28. The empty sort problem is decidable (NP-hard) for semi-linear sort theories.
So far, we assumed the variables in the sort theory 12 to be universally closed. In the next section we will see that this point of view is appropriate to extend resolution with sorts. For free variable tableau, however, this is not the case. Then the variables in 12 are free variables, i.e., they can only be instantiated once. These requirements lead to the following definitions and results. we have S(z~-) E 12-r.
If zr ~ V, then S(zr) E 12~" for all S E sort(z).
Example, Consider the sort theory 12 = {S(a), S(f(zs))}. Then the substitution = {us/f(f(vs))} is welt-sorted but not rigidly well-sorted. It is not rigidly wellsorted because the declaration S(f(zs)) is needed twice with different instantiations to establish the weIl-sortedness of or. With respect to the sort theory 12' = {S(a), 5'(f(z,~)), S(f(ys))} the substitution cr is rigidly well-sorted where r = {:cs/f(vs), ~.]s/vs} is the substitution which instantiates 12' in the appropriate way.
The usual notions of a unifier and a most general unifier transfer from sorted unification to the case of rigidly well-sorted substitutions. Note that c~ is a rigidly well-sorted unifier with respect to/2 iff cr is a rigidly well-sorted unifier with respect to 12cr. The sorted unification algorithm (Fig. 3) can be modified for rigidly well-sorted substitutions. Instead of renaming declarations from 12 before they are used in the rule Weakening or in the computation of well-sortedness, only the declarations in Z2 are used and instantiated accordingly. In addition, the role Application is also applied to 12. The modified rules are Rigid Weakening and Rigid Application.
Lemma 30. Rigidly sorted unification is decidable and of unification type finitary. The empty sort problem is decidable.
Proof It suffices to show that rigidly sorted unification terminates on any unification problem F and any sort theory E. This is true, since the rule Rigid Weakening does not rename the variables of the used declarations.
We call a variable x bound in F if F contains a pair x ~ t. Let M = vats(F) U vars(£) be the variables in F and £ at the beginning. We introduce the complexity measure #(F, M) = (#1 (F, M), It,2(P)) where/_t,i (F, M) is the number of variables in _M which are not bound in F and >2(F) is the multiset of all term depths in F. The ordering is the lexicographic combination of > and >> (see section 2.1). We start with a standard solved problem F. We repeat the following two steps until F is rigidly well-sorted solved or ±, T is derived:
Step 1. Apply Rigid Weakening to some pair in F.
Step 2. Exhaustively apply the standard rules Tautology, Orientation, Decomposition, Clash, Cycle and the rules Rigid Application, Subsort, Sorted Fail to F.
The complexity measure always decreases after Step 2. The rule Rigid Weakening introduces new terms from E, but either some more variables of M are bound during the execution of Step 2 or the depth of the terms in F decreases.
[E]
Applications of sorted unification
Now we apply the results of the previous section to the resolution calculus [27, 42] and the free variable tableau calculus [26, 13] . Basically, in order to generalize one of these calculi to a sorted calculus, we replace standard unification with sorted unification and we dynamically select the sort theory from the derived formulae. We introduce both calculi with an example and then give the formal definitions. All proofs of the respective completeness results are omitted. Further details can be found in already published papers [38, 39, 41] .
Resolution with sorts
The starting point for the resolution calculus is a set of clauses. From these clauses we choose the sort theory £. For example, consider the clause set A:
(1) s(~) v R(a) (2) S(f(wz)) (3) r(f(a)) (4) Q(zR, zR) (5) ~Q(y~, zR) (6) 
The clause set contains the monadic predicates S, R and T. These predicates occur both in the sorts attached to variables and in the form of atom top symbols in the clauses. From the positive literals (declarations) built from S, R and T we must select the sort theory. Of course, the fewer declarations we select, the smaller is the search space of the resolution calculus, since a small sort theory restricts the number of well-sorted unifiers, hence the number of applications of the resolution rule. So we want to figure out the minimal set of declarations necessary to ensure completeness of resolution.
Assume we just replace standard unification in the resolution rule with sorted unification and start with the empty sort theory £ = ~. Then no resolution step between clauses in A is possible. For example, the potential resolution step between (4)I and (5) and S remain empty and still no resolution step is possible. We must select a! least one of the declarations in clause (1) to be able to perform a resolution step. But which one?
Here it is useful to impose further restrictions on the resolution calculus. We assume an ordering on the literals and restrict resolution to Iiterals which are minimal with respect to the ordering. The ordering must satisfy certain conditions to guarantee completeness of resolution. For a general result concerning resolution completeness with respect to orderings see a paper by Weidenbach [40] . For our example let us introduce a simple ordering on the predicates: R < S < T < Q < P and we define a literal L as being smaller than a literal K, if the predicate symbol of L is smaller than the predicate symbol of K with respect to <. Resolution and factorization restricted to minimal literals with respect to this ordering is still a complete calculus. The ordering is resolution complete. Coming back to the example, we select for 12 all declarations which are minimal in their respective clauses: /2 = {S(f(w~,)), T(f(a)), R(a)}. Now the resolution step between (4)1 and (5)1 is possible and the resolution step between (6)1 and (7) The resolution step between (6)I and (7)1 becomes possible yielding the empty clause (6)IR (7) The formal definitions are: Let A be a set of clauses together with a minimality criteria which is resolution complete. We define £ = {S(t) [ S(t) occurs minimal in some clause in A}, /2+ = {S(t) I S(t) occurs in a unit clause in A}.
With 7 -+ we refer to well-sorted terms with respect to /2 + . We must add additional literals to a resolvent if the used unifier is not well-sorted with respect to/2+ or if the unifier is empty with respect to/2 + . where cr is a non-empty well-sorted mgu of P(tl,...,~) and P(sj,...,s,) with respect to £, P(~l,---,t~) is minimal in 
., t,~) V (~)P(si,..., Sn) V C.
The correctness of the rules follows immediately from their form, Lemma 6, and Lemma 16. Checking for empty sorts is not necessary for the factorization rule, because all sorts attached to variables in the co-domain of a occur in the factor.
Remember that if application of the rules derives a new clause with a minimal declaration, £ must be extended. On the other hand if a reduction rule (e.g., subsumption) removes a clause containing a minimal declaration previously inserted in /2, this declaration can be removed from /2. For the completeness theorem we assume that there exists a resolution complete minimality criteria and that £ and/2 + are dynamically chosen as defined above.
Theorem 32. From an unsatisfiable set of clauses the empty clause can be derived by the roles resolution and factorization.
Free variable tableau with sorts
Similar to the resolution case, we obtain free variable tableau with sorts from free variable tableau by replacing standard unification with sorted unification. For tableau the selection of the sort theory is obvious: each branch of a tableau has its own sort theory consisting of the declarations on that branch. However, the sorted unification algorithm of the previous section does not exactly match the requirements for free variable tableau with sorts. It is too strong, because it tests well-sortedness with respect to the universal closure of the sort theory. For free variable tableau, wellsortedness must be based on a general substitution in the variables of the sort theory. Intuitively, every declaration in the sort theory can be used at most once. Therefore, we must refer to rigidly well-sorted substitutions (see Definition 29) for free variable tableau with sorts. Now we solve the example from the previous subsection with free variable tableau extended with sorts. We start with a tableau containing all clauses and perform a fi-rule application on clause (1):
Again we must determine the sort theory £. For tableau this is rather obvious, since tableau is a model building calculus where each branch corresponds to a specific model. Therefore for each branch the sort theory /2 consists of all declarations on that branch. A branch can be closed if we can find a non-empty rigidly well-sorted substitution which closes the branch. The tableau itself can be closed if there exists an overall non-empty rigidly well-sorted substitution closing all branches.
For the example, the branch @l closes with (6), (7) and 02 closes with (4), (5 • c~o is a most general rigidly well-sorted unifier of to and u0 with respect to £o- MGSU atomic closure rule. Suppose T is a free variable tableau for the set S of sentences of L with sorts, and some branch ® of T contains A and -~B, where A and B are atoms. Let E be the set of declarations on ®. Then TG is also a tableau for S, where (7 is a most general non-empty rigidly well-sorted unifier of A and B with respect to £. In T~ the branch ® is closed.
Free variable tableau proofs are trees closed by the MGSU rule, using the modified quantifier rules given in Fig. 5 and the standard c~,/3 rules for the propositional connectives [13] . In the aa: rule, the used free variables Xl,..., Xn are all the variables introduced by 7z rule applications on the branch. This can be further restricted to all the variables introduced by 3'x rule applications, where the applications occur on the branch and are applied to a formula from which the ~z formula is derived.
Theorem 33. Let • be a sentence of first-order logic with sorts. Then q~ has a free variable tableau proof iff • is valid.
So far we have not used the full power of sorted unification. One of the main problems of tableau-based theorem proving procedures is to figure out how many copies of a formula are needed to close the tableau. Sorted unification solves this problem for declarations, i.e., we only need to derive at most one copy of a declaration on a branch. Then if we use sorted unification instead of rigidly sorted unification, the result of the sorted unification algorithm tells us how many copies of declarations are needed. We call a branch ® expanded if each extension rule has been applied at least once to every formula on O.
Theorem 34. An expanded branch ® can be closed by further applications of the expansion rules and rigidly well-sorted unification iff ® can be closed by a wellsorted unifier.
5, Discussion
We have investigated the properties of unification in sort theories and applied them to the resolution and tableau calculus. The results generalize the approaches of Schmidt-Schaug [30] and Watther [37] who investigated sorted unification in the context of resolution. Walther merely considered simple sort theories in which sorts are just base sort symbols, sorts are a priori assumed to be non-empty and the sort theory is a static part of the signature. Schmidt-Schau3 extended Walther's work to sort theories with arbitrary term declarations. In the present paper we generalize the work of Schmidt-Schaug: (i) A sort is a set of base sort symbols; (ii) sorts may denote the empty set; (iii) unification in weak-elementary (semi-linear) sort theories is shown to be decidable, NP-complete and of unification type finitary; and (iv) sort theories are not a static part of the signature. These extensions have many consequences. The extended sort language allows for better results concerning sorted unification. Unification in weak-elementary (semi-linear) sort theories is of type finitary in the extended sort language (Lemma 19 and Theorem 21) but of type infinitary if only base sorts are considered as sorts.
The extensions (ii) and (iv) are closely coupled. Although they are not important for sorted unification theory, these extensions influence the applicability of sorted reasoning. One problem is Skolemization in the resolution context or the ~ rule in the context of tableaux. Traditionally, Skolemization in sorted languages is done in the following way [14, 30, 37] : A formula 3xs~ contained in some formula is replaced by eO{xs/f(yl,...,y~)} where f is a new Skolem function in the respective variables y~,... ,y. and the declaration S (f(yl,...,y,) ) is put outside u~ into the static sort theory. This is only a correct operation if S is not empty. Otherwise local Skolemization [38] must be performed where 3.~'s ¢ is replaced by ~{.'cs/f(yl,..., Yn)} A S(f(yl,..., Yn.)). Now declarations may occur together with other literals inside ~. Therefore the sort theory must either be dynamically chosen from ~ or derived formulae, or additional inference rules which form the bridge between sort literals in • and sort literals in the sort theory become necessary. For resolution, allowing for empty sorts results either in a calculus consisting of more inference rules than resolution and factorization (e.g., see Cohn [6] or Beierle et al. [1] ) or the sort theory must be a dynamic part of the formula as considered here (section 4). Allowing for more inference rules than the standard roles leads to larger search spaces than our approach where the sort theory is changed dynamically. Approaches with a static sort theory and no additional inference roles must require sorts to be a priori non-empty (e.g., see Walther [37] , Schmidt-Schaul3 [30] ). Frisch [14] does not require sorts to be a priori non-empty but missed the Skolemization problem.
To the best of my knowledge there has only been one attempt in the literature to extend tableau with sorts. Schmitt and Wernecke [31] made the results achieved by Walther [37] available to free variable tableau. They also assume sorts to be a priori non-empty, consider only simple sort theories and do not allow declarations to occur in the formula to be proved.
Uribe [34] showed that sorted unification using set constraints is decidable for semi-linear sort theories. Our result (Theorem 21) is slightly more general, because Uribe required the subsort relation E to be cycle free whereas we did not put any restriction on the subsort relation. In addition, the sorted unification algorithm computes a complete set of most general unifiers, whereas Uribe only investigated the problem whether there exists a solution at all. It remains an open question whether sorted unification is decidable for more general sort theories.
There is a correspondence between sorted unification and tree automata that was first pointed out by Comon [7] . It makes results in automata theory [3, 4] available to unification in sort theories and vice versa. The general undecidability result of sorted unification could be confirmed. In addition, it was also possible to prove decidability for linear sort theories this way. However, there are operational differences between algorithms on tree automata and sorted unification algorithms. For tree automata we are interested in algorithms computing boolean combinations and in a non-emptiness test deciding whether the language of an automaton is empty. In general, the nonemptiness test of the automaton corresponds to the non-emptiness test for a sort. Apart from the emptiness problem, sorted unification algorithms compute a complete set of unifers for a specific unification problem of arbitrary terms.
The paper by Frisch and Cohn [15] reformulates and abstracts results previously established by Schmidt-Schaul3. They only consider base sorts as sorts but abstract from a specific concept of a sort theory. An oracle is assumed which can be asked whether terms are well-sorted and which computes all possible weakenings ~r such that tcr E Ts for some term t and sort S. Thus their sorted unification procedure has no specific sorted rules but a general, abstract weakening role. Weakening and all cases of sorted failure are left to this role. Compared to the general unification algorithm of Schmidt-Schaul3, the six sorted rules of his unification algorithm are comprised in an abstract weakening rule. All other rules of the two algorithms are identical.
A property which has been addressed fairly often in the past is the regularity of sort theories [16, 30] . Schmidt-Schaug showed that if a sort theory is regular, a more efficient unification algorithm can be formulated. However, regularity is an undecidable property for a given sort theory. The sorted unification algorithm presented in this paper overcomes the problem. It is as efficient as the unification algorithm for regular sort theories given by Schmidt-Schaug. This was made possible by introducing sets of sort symbols as sorts. Thus from an efficiency point of view regularity is now a superfluous concept.
In my previous work [38, 39] I have mainly addressed the extension of resolution with sorted unification. Only base sorts were considered as sorts and no specific results were given for unification in sort theories. In this paper the notion of sorts is extended and unification in semi-linear sort theories is proved to be decidable and of unification type finitary. Algorithms for the computation of empty sorts and wellsortedness are presented and upper bounds for their time complexity are established. Finally, resolution and tableau are generalized to resolution with sorts and free variable tableau with sorts, respectively.
